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                                       Fifteen Traits of Visionaries 
 

 

 Traits  I have I can  

1 In personal or business life, we mainly hear people talk about 

problems. Visionaries talk solutions, not problems. 

  

2 Visionaries push others up helping to realize others’ highest purpose. 

They grow by helping others to grow. 

  

3 Visionaries see their role in creating more and more value every 

moment, every day. Value added is their definition of success where 

output is times more important than income. 

  

4 They are able to make an impact in a matter of very short talk or 

minutes of discussion. 

  

5 Visionaries exercise their power of stillness being at a pace with 

change. This superpower allows them to remain calm being inside the 

always moving change and lead it when needed. 

  

6 Envisioning of the future demands purity of mind. Visionaries use the 

mind for its primary purpose, for deep thinking and developing ideas. 

  

7 Can you see a difference in following – ready to fail and 

preparedness to start again if fail? The second is about visionaries. 

  

8 They know how to win against own self, against odds, against 

competitors, and reality. They breed winners and celebrate their 

success. 

  

9 Visionaries consciously and unconsciously use a flow formula – 

humility, plus learning, plus curiosity, plus courage, plus discipline. 

  

10 Passion and optimism help to have a strong hope for success and go 

for it till the very end. 

  

11 Visionaries stand for energy management, not time management. 

 

  

12 Visionaries have a keen eye for seeing the uniqueness in ordinary 

things and finding inspiration in everything around them. 

  

13 Visionaries are high on simplicity and clarity. 

 

  

14 Visionaries developed their inner senses to the highest possible level. 

They made intuition and gut feeling a very powerful and versatile 

tool. 

  

15 A majority of people consider themselves being closed systems.  

Visionaries made themselves the open systems which interact with 

the environment and universe. 

  

 

Please mark every trait whether you already have it or can develop. 

How many of ‘I have’ – 

How many of ‘I can’ – 
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